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How the number of  observed sunspots will change with the 

aperture of  telescope, quality of  optics, atmospheric conditions, 
level of  scattered light, and property of  detector (human eye)?



Human eye resolution vs. image 
contrast

O’Carroll & Wiederman, 2014 https://royalsocietypublishing.org/doi/pdf/10.1098/rstb.2013.0043
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We investigated these effect as 
following:

• Used white-light (quasi-continuum) images from HMI/SDO
• Developed a routine for automatic identification of 

sunspots and groups
• Degraded images by convolving them with PSF (Gaussian 

function) characteristic of telescopes with different 
apertures

• Added scattered light (2% and 5%)
• Identified sunspots and groups applying 3% contrast 

threshold, and computed SSN
• Compared SSN and GN from “telescope” of particular 

aperture and level of scattered light with ideal telescope



Gaussian Rayleigh criterion 

b – the aperture of the 

instrument

λ - the wavelength of the 

light 



HMI degraded image MDI original image

HMI original  image MDI original image



Wolf Sunspot Number 

(International sunspot number, relative 

sunspot number, or Zürich number)

SN = k(10g + s)

g   - is the number of sunspot 

groups, 

s  - is the total number of individual 

spots in all the groups, 

k  - is a scaling factor or personal 

reduction coefficient.  



Procedure of sunspots automatic identification

Limb darkening correction



The threshold intensity is determined based on the 
characteristics of human vision (the average contrast 

sensitivity is about  3 %)

Exclude features with 

the size less or equal to 

granular size



For large sunspots we apply additional 

step for umbra determination. 







Group : longitudinal separation  ≤  15°,

latitudinal separation  ≤  7°.



SILSO

SN=45



Comparison with other datasets
World Data Center for the Sunspot Index, Royal 

Observatory of Belgium



STARA (Sunspot Tracking And Recognition
Algorithm), NSO



















Dependence of Sunspot number, Group 

number, Area and total number of sunspots 

on the telescope aperture



Solar cycle through the different telescopes 

Galileo      0.5 in

Schwabe 1.25 in

Wolf        2.5  in



Effect of scattered light on Sunspot number

Sunspot number computed as a function of effective aperture of a telescope 
without scattered light (filled circles) and with 5% scattered light (open 

circles). Solid and dashed lines - fitted functions.



Effect of scattered light on Group number

Group number computed as a function of effective aperture of a 
telescope without scattered light (filled circles) and with 5% scattered 

light (open circles). Solid and dashed lines - fitted functions.



Effect of scattered light on Sunspot area

Sunspot area computed as a function of effective aperture of a telescope 
without scattered light (filled circles) and with 5% scattered light (open 

circles). Solid and dashed lines - fitted functions.



Summary

• We used high resolution HMI images to investigate 

dependence of SN on the telescope aperture and other factors. 

• We degraded images using Gaussian function and applied 

automatic procedure of sunspots identification.

• We applied a 3% contrast criterion to model the effect of 

human vision.

• We included the effect of a scattered light.

• The results show not linear change of SN. 

• Sunspot number is more affected by the telescope quality 

(including scattered light) than group number and sunspots 

area.

• The scattered light has a stronger effect on telescopes with 

larger apertures.

• The results could be used for normalizing historical SSN 

time series to bring observations taken with the telescopes of 

different apertures and scattered light in line with each other.


